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Introduction
Conversations on consent have been prominent 

across college campuses. Data show that 1/5 college 

women and 1/16 college men are sexually assaulted 

while in college. With concerns what constitutes 

consent, more education is necessary to combat 

rape culture and work to stop sexual assault.

*Note: All references are available upon request*

Definitions and On-Campus 

Resources
• Consent:”…the affirmative, unambiguous, and

voluntary agreement to engage in a specific 

sexual activity during a sexual encounter,” (DC 

Red Book)

• Rape culture: “A society or environment whose 

prevailing social attitudes have the effect of 

normalizing or trivializing sexual assault and 

abuse,” (Oxford Dictionaries)

• Sexual assault: “…A gender neutral term and 

includes more specific types of sexual 

victimization and various levels of coercion. Almost 

any behavior to which a person does not consent, 

that causes a person to feel uncomfortable, 

frightened or intimidated is considered sexual 

assault,” (Davidson College) 

• Sexual misconduct:“…Encompasses a broad 

range of behavior, from harassing statements to 

criminal sexual assault,” (DC Red Book)

• Campus Police (704-894‐2178) (confidential) 

• College Chaplains (704-894-2423)

• Health and Counseling Center (confidential) 

(704-894-2300)

• Dean Leslie Grinage, Title IX Coordinator (704-

894-2225)

Methods

Applicable Course Concepts
• Change Models:

Kurt Lewin’s 3 Step Model includes unfreezing, moving, 

and refreezing to address the process of a cultural 

change in society. Shifting from rape culture to 

consent culture will take time, as it is a shift. Making 

realistic goals is necessary, as well as promoting small 

changes.

• Power & Empowerment: 

Megan Boler analyzes the power of emotions and how 

they can impact change.

• Role of Institutions in Social Change:

“How to Behave Like an Anchor Institution” calls 

‘anchor institutions’ to strive toward building 

relationships with members of the broader community. 

This prompts me to consider how my proposed 

workshop can incorporate Davidson College, local non-

profits, and the larger metro-Charlotte community in 

promoting consent.

Proposed Workshop

• The proposed workshop will seek a cultural shift on Davidson’s campus

• Intended for five college couples

• Written curriculum with a take home booklet for each person

• A four-week workshop, 1.5 hours each meeting with snacks provided

• Seeking to utilize this target population to improve communication

• Aims to use communication as a method of addressing consent

• Topics to discuss: intimacy, decision making, body image, identity, 

communication

• The workshop intends to: review definitions, provide a space to engage in 

conversation, have activities for couples to get to know each other more 

intimately, show participants ways to advocate for themselves during intimacy, 

explore preferred communication styles, promote sex positivity, and allow 

couples to grow together

• Goal: To promote an appreciation for and requirement of boundaries, refusal, 

choices, and consent through a deliberate workshop focusing on Davidson 

College couples

Existing Models

www.Defineyourline.org

Campaign to address sexual consent at Texas Tech University
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• Est. 2015

• Student-run

• “…we are unblurring the lines 

of sexual consent by 

encouraging open and clear 

communication between 

sexual partners.”

• Utilizes conversation as a 

mode of education

All graphics are courtesy of their respective websites • PROJECT CONSENT www.projectconsent.com

• Est. June 2014

• Incorporate discussion on a “consent-based culture,” in 

attempts to combat rape culture

• “By providing an supportive platform for survivors and 

listeners alike, we aim to dismantle the harmful motion 

that sexual assault should ever be accepted and affirm 

that consent should never be assumed or owed.”

*Trigger warning: This poster contains 

information regarding sexual assault

• Consent Stories™ www.consentstories.org

• Dr. Jason Laker and Dr. Erica Boas, head 

researchers

• Started as a 1 year qualitative, pilot study in 

August 2012

• “…Sought to construct a contemporary 

framework for understanding students’ 

gendered and sexual lives in order to guide 

effective efforts to eliminate gender based-

violence.”

http://www.defineyourline.org/
http://www.projectconsent.com/
http://www.consentstories.org/

